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Abstract It has recently been suggested that working mem-
ory could be conceived as two symmetrical subsystems with
analogous structure and processing principles: a declarative
working memory storing objects of thought available for
cognitive operations, and a procedural working memory hold-
ing representations of what to do with these objects (Oberauer,
Psychology of learning and motivation 51: 45-100, 2009).
Within this theoretical framework, the two subsystems are
thought to be independent and fueled by their own capacity.
The present study tested this hypothesis through two experi-
ments using a complex span task in which participants were
asked to maintain consonants for further recall while
performing response selection tasks. In line with Oberauer’s
conception, the load of the procedural working memory was
varied bymanipulating the number of stimulus-response map-
pings of the response selection task. Increasing the number of
these mappings had a strong detrimental effect on recall
performance. Besides contradicting Oberauer’s proposal, this
finding supports models that assume a resource-sharing be-
tween processing and storage in working memory.
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Working memory is a system devoted to the temporary stor-
age of information in view of its processing. Although the first
theories regarded processing and storage as supported by
distinct mechanisms and structures (Baddeley, 1986), further
theories assumed that the two functions compete for a com-
mon resource usually referred to as an attentional or executive
capacity (Anderson, Reder, & Lebière, 1996; Barrouillet,
Bernardin, & Camos, 2004; Case, 1985; Just & Carpenter,
1992). This latter conception is reflected in the structure of the
complex span tasks designed to assess working memory ca-
pacity, in which the memorization of items is hindered by a
concurrent processing. The hypothesis that processing and
storage share a common resource is usually evidenced by
the fact that any increase in processing demand results in
poorer recall performance, a trade-off that has been extensive-
ly evidenced (e.g., Anderson et al., 1996; Barrouillet et al.,
2004; Barrouillet, Portrat, & Camos, 2011; Case et al. 1982).

However, the independence hypothesis has been renewed
by recent theorizing. Oberauer (2009, 2010) has suggested
distinguishing between a declarative and a procedural work-
ing memory. The former, constituting the storage part of
working memory, would make representations available for
processing, whereas the latter would be devoted to the repre-
sentation and selection of the cognitive operations. The two
systems would have the same tri-partite structure correspond-
ing to three levels of selection of representation. Within the
declarative part, a first level is constituted by elements in long-
term memory activated above baseline by perceptual input or
spreading activation. At a second level, a small number of
these elements are integrated into a region of direct access that
makes them immediately accessible for treatment. Finally, a
focus of attention can select one element from this region as
the object of a cognitive operation. Representations in the
procedural part are procedures stored in a procedural long-
termmemory. At the lowest level, a subset of these procedures
would be activated at any time by representations of goals or
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by stimuli to which they have been applied in the past. A more
central component of the procedural system, called the bridge,
holds the currently operative task set that is in control of
thought and action. This task set consists of a set of
stimulus-response mappings that specifies the cognitive oper-
ations to be undertaken for a limited set of conditions as well
as the results that can be expected. The bridge can be consid-
ered as the procedural counterpart of the region of direct
access. In the same way as the region of direct access holds
temporary bindings between representations, the bridge can
hold bindings that are not limited to the learned associations in
long-term memory, such as the arbitrary stimulus-response
mappings implemented in experimental instructions. It is
worth noting that these arbitrary bindings can be quickly and
flexibly set up, constituting “prepared reflexes” (Hommel,
1998) in such a way that stimuli activate their corresponding
response automatically.

One of the main assumptions of this model is that analo-
gous mechanisms serve to select declarative and procedural
representations, a prediction supported by empirical findings
(Souza, Oberauer, Gade, & Druey, 2012). Another strong
assumption is that the region of direct access and the bridge
are independent systems with separate capacities, in such a
way that “increasing the load of declarative working memory
should not affect the efficiency of executing a task held in
procedural working memory, and conversely, increasing the
load on procedural working memory should not impair reten-
tion of information in declarative memory” (Oberauer, 2009,
p. 74). According to Oberauer, “an informative test of the
above prediction would have to involve a well-practiced task
for the manipulation of procedural complexity, which no
longer relies on declarative instructions. Alternatively, a non-
verbal WM load that does not interfere with verbal instruc-
tions held in declarative WM could be used to manipulate
declarative WM load. As far as I am aware, no such study has
yet been conducted” (Oberauer, 2009, p. 74).

It is this prediction that the present study aimed at testing.
We used a complex span task paradigm in which participants
were asked to maintain series of letters for recall, while
performing a concurrent response selection task after each
letter presentation. Oberauer describes procedural representa-
tions “as condition-action rules, with the condition describing
the circumstances to which the procedure applies, and the
action component describing what is to be done” (Oberauer,
2010, p. 279). From this definition, we assumed that the load
on what he calls procedural working memory could be in-
creased by increasing the number of stimulus-response map-
pings (either two or four) that the response selection task
involved. The hypothesis of independence would predict no
effect of this manipulation on recall performance. By contrast,
the resource-sharing hypothesis predicts lower recall perfor-
mance with more complex task set. Indeed, increasing the
number of choice alternatives in a response selection task

increases the time needed to select the appropriate response,
a phenomenon referred to as the law of Hick and Hyman
(Hick, 1952; Hyman, 1953) and typically attributed to in-
creased response selection difficulty. It has been shown that
increasing response selection difficulty places higher demand
on attention and executive control (Szmalec et al. 2005),
which is the resource assumed to be shared between process-
ing and storage by the resource-sharing theories evoked
above.

It should be noted that Oberauer (2009) points out that his
prediction of independence is complicated by the fact that task
sets are units of procedural knowledge, but experimental
instructions correspond to declarative knowledge. For novel
and not yet practiced tasks, participants could hold instruc-
tions in declarative working memory. Thus, increasing task set
complexity could affect the concurrent retention of informa-
tion in declarative working memory due to interference be-
tween instructions and memory items if participants maintain
these instructions in a declarative format. To avoid this draw-
back, we used stimulus-response mappings that are difficult to
verbalize. Participants were instructed to press keys in re-
sponse to either two or four Chinese ideograms (Fig. 1).
Moreover, each stimulus-response mapping was trained to
set up the “prepared reflexes” that would no longer require
the use of declarative representation of instructions for their
implementation. Cohen-Kdoshay and Meiran (2007) have
demonstrated that, in experimental settings, stimuli can auto-
matically activate their associated response even after little
practice. Thus, we assumed that the combination of new
meaningless stimuli difficult to encode verbally and a training
session strengthening the stimulus-response mappings would
reduce the probability of a declarative representation of in-
structions that could interfere with the memoranda.

Experiment 1

Participants

Twenty-six students (mean age = 19.5 years, SD = 1.1; two
males) at the Université de Bourgogne received course credit
to participate.

Materials and procedure

Participants performed a computer-paced complex span task
in which they had to memorize series of six consonants, each
consonant being followed by four ideograms. We selected six
familiar Chinese ideograms for their simple and very distinc-
tive characteristics. Each trial began by a ready signal (an
asterisk) centered on screen for 1000 ms followed by the first
consonant presented for 1000 ms. This letter was immediately
followed by four ideograms presented successively on screen
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at a rate of one ideogram per second (800 ms on and 200 ms
off). Consonants were randomly selected for each trial and
each participant, as well as the ideograms from two different
pools depending on the condition (ideograms A and B in
Fig. 1 in the two-ideogram condition and ideograms C, D,
E, and F in the four-ideogram condition). There were two
blocks of eight trials per condition. These four blocks were
presented in two different orders (2 – 4 – 2 – 4 and 4 – 2 – 4 – 2
ideograms) counterbalanced across participants.

Participants read the letters aloud and pressed the key
corresponding to the ideogram appearing on screen as quickly
as possible (ideograms A, B, C, D, E, and F were associated
on an AZERTY keyboard with keys q, l, p, w, ;, and a
respectively). They were informed about the nature of the
forthcoming block and instructed to leave their forefingers
on the corresponding keys in the two-ideogram condition,
and their forefingers and middle fingers in the four-ideogram
condition. When the fourth ideogram was presented, the next
consonant appeared, and so on. At the end of the trial, the
word “Rappel” (recall) was displayed on screen. Participants
wrote down the remembered letters in correct order by filling
out six box-frames while leaving blank the boxes correspond-
ing to forgotten letters.

This experimental session was preceded by a training ses-
sion on the ideogram task. Participants were invited to famil-
iarize themselves first with the stimulus-response mappings
by performing the ideogram task with two blocks of 20
ideograms, one per experimental condition (i.e., two- and
four-ideogram conditions), presented in the same order and
at the same rate as in the forthcoming experimental session.
Feedback was provided during this training with a beep

sounding after each incorrect response. This training session
was repeated until the participant reached a criterion of 80 %
correct responses on the 40 ideograms presented. After this
training on the ideogram task, participants performed two
trials of the complex span task per condition that were repeat-
ed until the same 80 % correct criterion in the ideogram task
was reached.

Results and discussion

Concerning the training phase, participants completed on
average 2.16 times (SD = 0.69) the training on the ideogram
task before reaching the criterion of 80 % correct. On the last
completion of the training, the two- and four-ideogram con-
ditions elicited 96 % and 82 % of correct responses, respec-
tively. The data from two participants who did not reach the 80
% criterion during the complex span task training were
discarded.

As far as the experimental complex span task was con-
cerned, we first verified that the order of presentation of the
two experimental conditions (i.e., two vs. four ideograms) had
no effect on any of the dependent variables and was not
involved in any significant interaction. Consequently, order
was removed from the analyses. Concerning the ideogram
task, the two-ideogram condition elicited a higher rate of
correct responses than the four-ideogram condition (92 %,
SD = 4, and 84 %, SD = 8, respectively), F (1, 23) = 32.26,
p < .001, η2p = .58, and shorter response times (433 ms, SD =
38, and 544ms, SD = 27, respectively),F (1, 23) = 303.19, p <
.001, η2p = .93. As the resource-sharing hypothesis predicted,
recall performance was better in the two- than in the four-

Fig. 1 Ideograms used in the
experiments with their mappings
on an AZERTY keyboard
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ideogram condition, with 70 % (SD = 14) and 61 % (SD = 11)
of letters recalled in correct position, respectively, F (1, 23) =
11.09, p < .01, η2p = .33, d = .69. Because there was a strong
difference between the two experimental conditions in the rate
of correct responses on the ideogram task, all the trials in
which participants did not reach 80 % of correct responses
were removed from the analysis. This trimming procedure led
to including an average of 15.0 (SD = 1.5) and 10.7 (SD = 4.6)
out of 16 trials in the two- and four-ideogram conditions,
respectively. The difference in the rate of correct responses
in the two- and four-ideogram conditions was reduced (94 %,
SD = 3, and 90%, SD = 3, respectively), but still significant, F
(1, 23) = 33.76, p < .001, η2p = .60. It disappeared when
considering rates corrected for guessing1 (88 %, SD = 6, and
87 %, SD = 4, respectively), F < 1, η2p = .02, while mean
response times remained unchanged (433 ms, SD = 37, and
544 ms, SD = 28, respectively), F (1, 23) = 303.11, p < .001,
η2p = .93. Interestingly, this trimming procedure did not affect
the results concerning recall performance that was still signif-
icantly better in the two- than in the four-ideogram condition
(71 %, SD = 15, and 63 %, SD = 12, respectively), F (1, 23) =
8.12, p < .01, η2p = .26, d = .58.

This first attempt to test the independence between proce-
dural and declarative WM showed that increasing the load on
procedural working memory had a detrimental effect on the
amount of declarative knowledge concurrently maintained.
However, this result could have been due to some character-
istic of our procedure. Indeed, the training program included
20 trials for both conditions. However, because there were
twice the number of ideograms in the four- than in the two-
ideogram condition, each of them benefited from two times
fewer exposures. This could have resulted in a lower level of
automation and some more frequent recourse to a declarative
representation of the stimulus-response mappings that could
have disrupted memory performance. Thus, we replicated the
experiment using a more balanced training program. In addi-
tion, participants were instructed to perform the task under
articulatory suppression to avoid any verbal coding of the
ideograms and their association with the corresponding key.

Experiment 2

Participants

Thirty-six students (mean age = 20.8 years, SD = 3.1, 2 males)
at the Université de Genève received course credit to
participate.

Materials and procedure

Materials and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1
with three exceptions. First, participants performed the

training and the experimental session under articulatory sup-
pression. Second, the additional difficulty incurred by concur-
rent articulation led us to reduce the length of the series of
letters to be recalled to five instead of six as in Experiment 1.
Third, the training schedule involved four steps. First, partic-
ipants were familiarized with the ideogram task with feedback
as in Experiment 1, except that each training round included a
block of 20 trials in the two-ideogram condition, and a block
of 40 trials in the four-ideogram condition in such a way that
each ideogramwas presented ten times. An 80% criterion was
requested for both conditions, the entire training being repeat-
ed until participants reached this criterion in both blocks. In
the second step, participants practiced the articulatory task,
repeating the syllable ba over 20 s at a fixed pace of 86 beats
per minute given by a metronome. The third step consisted of
the combination of the ideogram and the articulatory tasks,
participants responding to 20 ideograms in each of the two
conditions while repeating the syllable ba at the rhythm of the
metronome. In the last step, participants were familiarized
with the complex span task with two series in each experi-
mental condition.

The complex span task was the same as in Experiment 1
except that participants performed the task under articulatory
suppression. The rhythm of the metronome (86 beats per
minute) constituted an auditory background throughout the
task. For each trial, participants were instructed to begin
articulating ba immediately after having read the first conso-
nant, to interrupt this articulation only for reading the other
consonants, and to stop it when the word “Rappel” (recall)
was displayed on screen.

Results and discussion

Seven participants who had not yet reached the criterion after
their sixth attempt in the first step of the training programwere
dismissed from the study. The remaining 29 participants
reached 96 % and 89 % of correct responses in the two- and
four-ideogram conditions, respectively, on the last completion
of this first training step and were included in the experimental
session.

As in Experiment 1, the order of presentation of the two
experimental conditions had no effect and was consequently
not included in the following analyses. With regard to the
ideogram task, the rate of correct responses was slightly lower
than in the previous experiment, with 88% (SD = 7) and 77%
(SD = 10) for the two- and four-ideogram conditions respec-
tively, F (1, 28) = 64.20, p < .001, η2p = .70. The two-
ideogram condition still elicited shorter response time (RTs)
than the four-ideogram condition (447 ms, SD = 51, and 542
ms, SD = 30, respectively), F (1, 28) = 277.11, p < .001, η2p =
.91. As in Experiment 1 and in line with our prediction, the
percentage of letters correctly recalled was higher in the two-
than in the four-ideogram condition (61 %, SD = 14, and 53
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%, SD = 14, respectively), F (1, 28) = 9.70, p < .01, η2p = .26,
d = .58. As we had done in the previous experiment, a further
analysis was conducted by removing all the trials in which
participants did not reach 80 % of correct responses on the
ideogram task. This trimming procedure led us to discard two
participants who had no remaining trials in the four-ideogram
condition. The mean number of trials analyzed in the 27
remaining participants was 14.0 (SD = 3.3) and 9.3 (SD =
4.7) in the two- and four-ideogram conditions, respectively. In
these trials, the response selection task elicited 91 % (SD = 4)
and 86 % (SD = 3) of correct responses for the two- and four-
ideogram conditions, respectively, F (1, 26) = 66.69, p < .001,
η2p = .72, with mean RTs of 448 ms (SD = 53) and 545ms (SD
= 34), respectively, F (1, 26) = 262.30, p < .001, η2p = .91. As
in Experiment 1, the rates of correct responses no longer
differed between conditions when considering rates corrected
for guessing, F < 1. Interestingly, the effect of the number of
stimulus-response mappings on recall performance was even
clearer with 64 % (SD = 15) and 54 % (SD = 15) of letters
correctly recalled in the two- and four-ideogram conditions,
respectively, F (1, 26) = 13.90, p < .001, η2p = .35, d = .72. In
summary, a more balanced training schedule and the addition
of an articulatory suppression throughout the ideogram task
did not modify the results observed in the first experiment.

General discussion

In two experiments, we observed that, all other things being
equal, varying the number of stimulus-response mappings in a
response selection task disrupts concurrent maintenance of
verbal information. Provided that increasing the number of
stimulus response-mappings results in an increased load on
procedural working memory as conceived by Oberauer (2009,
2010), these findings contradict his hypothesis of indepen-
dence between declarative and procedural working memory.
They are also at odds with Gade, Druey, Souza, and Oberauer
(2014) who recently reaffirmed the independence hypothesis
and tested it using a different paradigm to our own. Four
experiments did not reveal any clear effect of increased pro-
cedural load on declarative working memory. However, the
absence of temporal constraint in their tasks (cf. Oberauer &
Lewandowsky, 2013) and the small declarative memory load
they used (maximum of four items) could explain the failure to
reveal the interaction we observed between the two systems.

It is worth noting that the present results do not provide
evidence for or against the existence of two separable entities
like procedural and declarative working memories or the
hypothesis that these entities store representations selected
through analogous mechanisms. Some theories would reject
the idea that condition-action rules are knowledge that can be
represented in working memory (e.g., Anderson, 1993),
whereas others assume that cognitive operations share a com-
mon mental space with the representations on which they

operate (Case, 1985). In the same way, the present findings
remain neutral about the specific mechanism through which a
more demanding processing impairs concurrent maintenance.
Models that assume a continuous sharing of resources be-
tween processing and storage would invoke the fact that a
more difficult response selection task consumes more atten-
tional resources that are no longer available for storage (e.g.,
Anderson et al., 1996; Case, 1985; Just & Carpenter, 1992),
whereas models positing a time-based instead of a continuous
sharing could invoke the longer processing times involved by
more difficult response selections (e.g., Barrouillet et al.,
2004).

Whatever the precise mechanism through which the trade-
off occurs, our results echo several previous findings suggest-
ing a strong dependence between the processing and storage
functions of working memory (see Barrouillet et al., 2011, for
review). Nonetheless, they are novel in that we are not aware
of a study having manipulated the demand of the processing
component of complex span tasks by varying the number of
stimulus-response mappings this processing component in-
volves. The fact that the ideogram task relies on visual stimuli
and motor responses whereas the storage component of our
task was verbal in nature reinforces the hypothesis that pro-
cessing and storage functions share a domain-general and
central resource. Indeed, the observed trade-off between pro-
cessing and storage does not seem to be due to some mainte-
nance of task instructions in a declarative format. The require-
ment of performing the task under articulatory suppression left
the results unchanged. In the same way, van’t Wout et al.,
(2013) found that phonological representations are not used to
activate or maintain stimulus-response mappings. Moreover,
the training programs proved effective in setting up the “pre-
pared reflexes” evoked by Hommel (1998), as the analysis of
RTs suggests. The mean RTs in the ideogram task were
comparable to those observed in tasks requiring overlearned
judgments such as parity or magnitude judgments on one-digit
numbers (Liefooghe, Barrouillet, Vandierendonck, & Camos,
2008).

In summary, manipulating the procedural complexity of a
well-practiced task as Oberauer (2009) suggested has a detri-
mental effect on concurrent maintenance of verbal informa-
tion. This result suggests that conceptualizing the storage and
processing functions of workingmemory as supported respec-
tively by a declarative and a procedural working memory that
have separate capacities does not seem to be a promising
theoretical framework.

Footnotes

1. Rates corrected for guessing were calculated using the
formula
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Pcor ¼ Pobs−Pg

� �
=1−Pg

where Pcor corresponds to the corrected probability of correct
response, Pobs to the observed probability, and Pg to the
probability to give a correct response by guessing, which
was .50 in the two-ideogram condition and .25 in the four-
ideogram condition.
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